Army Returns Body of Pfc. Kurosawa; Funeral Held; Peking Radio Says POW

In Pfc. Sumio Kurosawa's coffin, a message read: "Mother, don't cry. I am safe and sound."

The army says he died in action after many months, sent back home, Peking, China, in a prisoner of war cell. His serial number was 2070.

First Reported POW

But recently an AP operation was revealed by a Japanese commander that a Japanese radio broadcasted the news of Pfc. Kurosawa's return, which was interpreted as a prisoner of war by the Chinese authorities.

Peking's list of POWs is now maintained, and the Japanese list is kept by the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo. The American list is maintained by the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo.

HHC Hunts Facts On 100-Acre Lease: Campos To Defend His Big Island Tract

One hundred acres of disputed pasturage land, threatened legal action, and a widely reported criminal case are at the center of a dispute between local residents and the Hawaiian Homestead Commission.

Whether the blowup is averted, or barred to the public through the medium of a court, remains to be seen. The lease covers some 30 acres near the mouth of the Waiola River.

According to HHC sources, Mr. Campos and his son are expected to appear before the commission for the lease. Their attitude is that of a man who has nothing to lose.

Miyamoto, Soga In Hongojwan Fight

The statement of a hostile public, according to one of the leaders of the Hongojwan movement, may be the key to the success of the group which has been dominant in the Hongojwan community for the last several years.

The group is headed by a man who is expected to be the leading figure in the movement, and who has been named by the police and other authorities as the head of the group.

THEME SONG FALLS AWAY...

"Koku" entered Japan's program after discontinuing its long run, and is now in the hands of Richard Ooto, who was the last of the group to leave. The group continues to perform and is expected to remain in the business.

People Will Get Square Deal On Fares When They Run Buses—Mayor Wilson

Public reaction against the new increase in HRT bus fares in Honolulu was united, with Mayor John H. Wilson noting that it was "the right thing to do." He also acknowledged the difficulties faced by the bus company.

The council voted to raise the fares by 10 cents, and Mayor Wilson defended his decision, stating that the increase was "necessary to maintain the service level and ensure the financial health of the bus company."
Hi-light of the Week

World War III No Closer——Stalin

Soviet press and officials were searching for signs of a new round of war with America. The United States and the U.S.S.R. have already agreed to an armistice in the Korean War. The two countries are trying to work out a peace treaty. The armistice was signed in July of last year. The war in Korea has been going on for almost two years. The fighting has been very intense, and the casualties have been high. The majority of the fighting has been in the Korean peninsula.

American Taxpayers May Get Tired

While Truman was in Japan, he announced that he would run for reelection. The announcement was met with mixed reactions. Some people were happy, while others were disappointed. The election was held on November 6, 1945. Truman won the election, and he served two more terms as President. He was the 33rd President of the United States.

Real President Also Quits In Jam

The man Harry Bridges once called the "real President" also quit his post this week. Charles E. Wilson, mobilization chief, handed Truman, but the main problem was that he was not able to do much. Wilson was the 35th President of the United States.
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Cabinet Member Warmongers In Tokyo

"Police action" is not settled and negotiations can stop to help the underdeveloped areas. In the meantime, U.S. military leaders want to extend the war into China and the week Secretary of Navy John Kimball said in Tokyo that the U.S. Navy "probably would stand on the side lines and cheer" any attempt by Chiang Kai-shek to invade the Chinese mainland from Formosa.
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FBI Stooges Flop in LA Trial

The Justice Department, which has produced FBI agents and storefronts in a nearly two-month-old Smith Act trial, turned up this week in Daniel Scaretto, who pleaded out a Reptile. The trial is being conducted by the courtroom audience as a prominent Communist he has spent two weeks on the witness stand, testifying against other defendants.

The Los Angeles Times' story on the Scaretto trial said that the "confusion with which the charges were made" was caused by the time he finished his testimony. He added that the trial is no longer a simple matter of doing a favor for the government. He said that Mrs. Healy is not there, but that her husband, Mr. Healy, and his associates were among the witnesses. The reports are that the railroad said it paid Mrs. Healy, and had had the "IWO" meeting.

Carrying on his firing squad in the courtroom, Scaretto stood up in the witness stand and pointed out into the audience.

"That's right, that's where he is," he said, indicating that the man he fingered was a prominent Negro community leader. He added that the railroad had hired several Negro men as streetcar conductors, but that the railroad had no idea where they went.

"I don't know where he is," he said, adding that the railroad had had a preliminary hearing on the matter.

"Do you mean by that," when did the government start paying him, or when did he stop working for them?"

This question pointed up further the serious damage that the "IWO" men had to do their duties.

5. From a standpoint of safety, however, the Los Angeles fire department compares with the affects of the Los Angeles fire department. It is true that local fires are of the kind that go off in a fire in many cases where Los Angeles has not been considered or the efforts on containing the fire by the Los Angeles Fire Department are of a prime importance to the community. Fire chief T. L. Bouslog, who was on the stand, was quoted as having said on the stand.

3. Are relief workers, skilled in handling heavy rescue teams, given even a chance to be reduced when not employed by the defense? They cannot get into the fire in the same position as they are used to doing.
MAUI BRIEFS

By EDDIE UJIMOJI

“When your house catches on fire, take it and set it on the fire yourself,” says Supervisor John Bues to Manuel Santos of Wailuku. Mr. Santos says he is a taxpay-

er and he and his neighborhood will fight their own fires. “The fire department is on the other end of town. There is no fire hydrant in his area,” he said.

Santos, who has a family of five, said he was on the alert and one day he and his friends would be fighting their own fires. “I don’t want to be a burden on the fire department,” he said.

Supervisor Manuel Rodrigues promised Santos that he would do something about a fire hydrant for the latter, but neighborhood meetings have been held in his office and Santos says he expects more promises, since this is an election year.

DAVID TRASK still has not made a financial accounting of the fund-raising Recreation Night which some Democratic petition clubs sponsored about a year ago. Meeting after meeting was called by the Democrats of 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th precinct clubs but he has not shown up at any of the meetings.

Three weeks ago, when another meeting was called, a special de-

vise letter was sent to Trask. To make sure that he would be present a telephone call was made and he was promised to be at the meeting. But Trask did not show up.

Tom Tanigawa was treasurer for the fund-raising affair but he says he cannot account for a few dollars. Some Democrats made dona-

tions in personal checks in making contributions to the precinct clubs.

Judge Metger was a T.T. treas-

urer at one time.

Hop raisers are still being shunt-

ed out of some areas of Oahu to another.
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The Corporations vs. Harry Bridges

From Winchman To Militant West Coast Labor Leader and a National Figure Who Has Become a Symbol and a Target

By RICHARD SADULY

NEW YORK CITY—In the spring of 1934, a weary man in his early 30's who for 12 years had walked the American-Hawaiian docks in the port of San Francisco. He worked

HARRY BRIDGES

sailingly in a gang which handled sugar from sugar-cane plantations in Hawaii and now owned San Francisco Bay in the great Golden Gate and Bay bridges.

The men's name was Harry Ronen Bridges. He was Australian-born, had been a seaman, but not yet become an American citizen. For 12 years he had worked as a longshoreman in San Francisco. He was tough, quick-witted and aggressive, but he had strong ideas about the rights of working men to organize.

Bridges Becomes Key Figure

He was known to his friends on piers, in bars and eating places, as any man who worked on the waterfront might be. And that was all. To the outside world he was known that the men in the longshoremen's union, Howard Sorensen, Ralph North and Laslo Reiner, had followed off a general strike. On July 9 a mass funeral procession took over Market St., through the heart of San Francisco. Sorensen led a march of 4,000 men and women in the parade. The picket lines had been broken.

Throughout all the 19 years he had worked as a longshoreman, Bridges' name was never in the newspapers. But his effectiveness as a labor leader was considerable. The unions did not bother to agitate him. He had no clambers for his leadership.

In May 1944, the West Coast longshoremen went on strike. San Francisco was the center of the strike and the unknown dockers, Harry Bridges, became the key figure in the rank-and-file committee which had the leaders. On July 7 the shipowners, backed by slow-mills, tried to open the strike. The strike was almost broken when Howard Sorensen, Ralph North and Laslo Reiner, had followed off a general strike. On July 9 a mass funeral procession took over Market St., through the heart of San Francisco. Sorensen led a march of 4,000 men and women in the parade. The picket lines had been broken.

The strike was a turning point in West Coast labor history. For the longshoremen, it was the winning of the labor hall and an end to the hated handshake, which left each man uncertain of work from day to day.

According to the local dailies, the strike was successful. The shipowners, backed by slow-mills, tried to open the strike. The strike was almost broken when Howard Sorensen, Ralph North and Laslo Reiner, had followed off a general strike. On July 9 a mass funeral procession took over Market St., through the heart of San Francisco. Sorensen led a march of 4,000 men and women in the parade. The picket lines had been broken.

The strike was a turning point in West Coast labor history. For the longshoremen, it was the winning of the labor hall and an end to the hated handshake, which left each man uncertain of work from day to day.

The strike was a turning point in West Coast labor history. For the longshoremen, it was the winning of the labor hall and an end to the hated handshake, which left each man uncertain of work from day to day.

Harry Bridges, the labor leader, is the subject of this article.
Sportsman in Weightlifting

One of the finest stories to come out of the International Weightlifting Championships held recently in Milan, Italy, was the duel between a big, RAW TEXT Starting here...
HHC Hunts Facts On 100-Acre Lease; Campos To Defend His Big Island Tract

(from page 1) back Campos land, fencing with such other improvements as he thought proper. The covenants were not for the fact that Mrs. Campos could not get the money, but that it was probably no dispute over the matter the hand would revert to her.

Campos Not Distinguished

The racial eligibility of Campos, a Monaco resident, was an HHC law might seem to simplify matters for many landowners, but another dispute on this question has been decided by the attorney general's office, as a bit of publicity.

It is rumored that the Campos property, which is a well-known area, is in the hands of officials, Walter Ackerman gave an assurance that any movement on the part of a person, or property, would be made by subdividing, and a separate sale of one-acre tracts.

Stop Work In France

S. M. Magazine (Alb.)—About 200 unique longshoremen who were employed in the construction of the Asiatic port, stopped work when they discovered that the material was being used for war materials. They paraded back and forth on the dock, shouting defiance at an import of U.S. arms to be shipped.

Famine in India

Current reports from India say that a famine is in progress in a part of the vast country. Last year, China, which supplied the U.S. with food to the starving millions, has supplied the India until two years ago was permanently affected by famine. Now she is in position to ship grain to aid India.

Hongwanji Fight Slatemates During Abbot Ohtani Visit; Expect Flareup

(from page 1)

The open defiance of the management and control of church affairs, it is reported that it took a move for thereement of the Abbot, Vashico in the Times of Light. The move was made by the Sunday schools of the Abbot, Vashico.

Takichi Miyamoto Answers Mr. Soga's short remark about the news of the week, he was very pleased. He said that the visit of priests has been under fire for being influenced by partisan influence.

One of the two businessmen interested in the church is Takichi Miyamoto, who has an office in the empire. The language is of little defense in his side.

On the opposition which includes businessman, has been vo- cal. It has been said that Bishop Sogas have been working for dollars and a month of the opposition claims this is too big a salary.

The key figure that fed the news last week was a man of the scene. Mr. Soga is a man of the church. He says that the fight would break out in the open after his return.

Message from the Abbot of the church, he is trying to start the fight all over again. He is very pleased with the news and the abbot's message is the report.

One of the two businessmen interested in the church is Takichi Miyamoto, who has an office in the empire. The language is of little defense in his side.
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Frankly Speaking

By FRANK MARSHALL DAVIS

EISENHOWER'S IDEAS

I have no doubt that Gen. Dwight Eisenhower would make a good President. But we would have to go back several years to find the time his ideas belong to a departed age.

Our huge corporations and trusts have never before been so gigantic and strong as they are today. Profits are as high as his economic forecasters say they are. The Wall Street boom is not a phase of Wall Street's cyclical condition. It is a trend, not only on this continent but in the world, that is the result of the post-war boom on the continent.

And yet, despite these obvious facts, the President-elect has publicly stated that there is no necessity for us to change our government, that we need not go back to the free enterprise system. Does he mean genuine freedom from the iniquitous system of the trusts and robber barons? Does he mean genuine freedom from the plutocratic dictatorship of the dollar?

He has had two precedents in America, but that day is dead and buried. This was during the period when there was genuine competition between enterprises, before corporations either crushed or bought out their smaller competitors, and our government, instead of making price agreements with the remaining giants. It is an insult to the intelligence of the people to suggest that this is the same America.

If Truman, who was a realist in administration, has retreated and moved away from this position, it is a great step forward.

Not Even Lip Service from Eisenhower

The President's policies on race relations are no far cry from his economic policies. Already we are far ahead of the rest of the world because our government's policies are based, in large measure, on our democratic principles.

Mr. Davis

Looking Backward

FORCE AND VIOLENCE IN HAWAII

XI. UNFINISHED BUSINESS

On January 11, 1951, the Legislature passed a bill authorizing a lottery. On January 12 it turned the Reform Party's respectable cabin and an old Federal building in the heart of Honolulu.

The press plays up the occasional war bride who is brought here from Japan, but this is not the case. The thousands of mothers of illegitimate illegitimate children, and the women who run the streets and countryside.

"POINT FOUR TREATMENT"

Point Four, which the administration is playing up in U.S. propaganda for overseas audiences, has been a farce and people everywhere know that governments, could get guns but not butter, wheat and other food.

The U.S. is watched closely by people everywhere for the Voice of America and the Truman administration beam high pressure sales talk about the "American way of life" over international radio networks.

Action speaks loudly and millions last week saw a congressional committee treat America's ouster to the trust territory people in the Pacific. As Point Four has been kicked around--only a little better.

The House Appropriations Committee recommended cutting next year's Trust Territory budget by one-half, which means that the poor, economically backward islanders will not get schools, hospitals, canals and other facilities. The UN members felt the U.S. would provide when they took over the re.

James E. McComish, deputy high commissioner, said that "The suggested allotment of funds will seriously hamper the training of natives to take over their own affairs, which is one of the primary objectives of the Trust Territory administration."

Eighty-five billions for war but only a tiny fraction for peaceful development! It means:
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